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Abstract. Perú applies the safeguard measures on its nuclear activities based in the International Atomic 

Energy Agency (IAEA) Safeguard Agreement and the Additional Protocol which has been fully 

implemented becoming part of the Integrated Safeguard since 2005. In addition to international safeguard 

commitments Perú is also committed with the United Nations 1540 Resolution by which national controls 

has to be established for preventing the proliferation of mass destruction weapons and their vector systems. 

The safeguards measures have become an important part of the verification activities related to this 

Resolution by analyzing of materials and equipment to be imported or that may be in transit across the 

country. These activities are part of those developed jointly with other governmental organizations. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In 2005 Perú became part of the Integrated Safeguard after fulfill the safeguard commitments coming from 

Safeguard Agreement [1] and its Additional Protocol [2]. The concerns about the possible proliferation of 

mass destruction weapons were a powerful reason to look for additional international efforts to strengthen 

the control of materials and vectors which may be used for that purposes. Addressing this concern the Peru 

began the implementation of the 1540 Resolution of United Nations [3] in order to include some additional 

verification measures to prevent the use or the illicit trafficking of these materials and equipments. The 

tasks related to the control of mass destruction weapons have been undertaken in the country through 

several governmental organizations. 

2. SAFEGUARD OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL AND ADDITONAL PROTOCOL 

 

The application of safeguards in the country goes back to 1979 with the approval of type INFCIRC/153 

safeguard agreement by which the control and accountability measures have been carried out since that 

year. In July 2001 the Additional Protocol was approved and entered into force in the country. The 

expanded safeguard measures were applied consistently by expanding the declarations and performing 

complementary accesses to additional declared sites. In 2005, the Integrated Safeguards Approach began to 

apply for Peru what it meant that confidence and transparency on its nuclear activities and also that the 

cooperation of the State System for Accountability and Control (SSAC) was to be fundamental to the 

international safeguard regime. This process has forced to improve the inspections and verification 

procedures in order to keep the attained status. 

 

The past five years of experience in the Integrated Safeguards has shown that this process is operating 

suitably and it is looking for continuous improvements, accordingly with the magnitude of nuclear program 

of the country. 
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3. UN RESOLUTION 1540 
 

The 1540 Resolution adopted by the Security Council of United Nations in 2004 has imposed binding 

obligations to the State for taking and enforcing effective measures to establish domestic controls to prevent 

the proliferation of nuclear, chemical and biological weapons and their vector systems. The Resolution also 

requests to present a first report on the steps taken to implement it. Also, the Resolution makes a provision 

to prevent conflicts with the rights and obligations of State Parties to the Nuclear Proliferation Treaty or 

alter the responsibilities of the IAEA. This legal tool also encourages a better international cooperation 

accordingly with international treaties on non-proliferation and promoting the universal adherence to those 

treaties.  

As a consequence of these obligations a system of governmental organizations was setup to be charged with 

responsibilities in the control of these materials and their vector systems under the leading of Ministry of 

External Affairs. The system is composed by several governmental organizations including the Instituto 

Peruano de Energía Nuclear (IPEN). 

The nuclear matters of 1540 Resolution have been specifically charged to and undertaken by the IPEN 

through the State System for Accountability and Control. The first step to implement the UN 1540 

Resolution was to complete the information on nuclear material control on the Matrix of the National 

Report of UN 1540 Resolution. The provided information included the following: 

 

- The legal framework to control nuclear materials and also radioactive material [4, 5] 

- The infrastructure to carry out the control activities of nuclear materials 

- The control and accountability regime applied to exports and imports of nuclear materials. 

- The implementation status of the laws and regulations. 

 

The current scheme which relates the safeguard regime with the 1540 Resolution duties is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

The practical measures for applying the UN 1540 Resolution were undertaken through the analysis of data 

and information regarding to materials and other equipment which was sold or exported and by providing 

recommendation for the decision to be taken. There have been a few consultations regarding these materials 

and equipment which were solved in a timely manner. The procedure to perform this task includes: 

 

- The analysis and identification of materials which could be under prohibition by UN 1540 

Resolution. 

- Comparison with the materials and equipment included in the Annexes I and II of Additional 

Protocol and also in the Directives for Nuclear Transferences established in the INFCIRC/254/Rev. 

8 Part 1. 

- Preparing the conclusions of the case and recommendation. 

- Sending the report to the leading organization. 

 

In order to keep surveillance on the import and export of these materials the export database of Peruvian 

Custom Organization is periodically checked on the specific tariff codes to verify the movement of 

materials and equipment under control. Any abnormal case of nuclear material or equipment being unduly 

moved has been detected until now. 

Currently a legal modification has been drafted in order to include specific offenses for the illicit trafficking 

into the Penal Code as to complete the legal framework related to illegal movements of nuclear material. 

This is due to that, if the case, the current procedure would be lengthy and not easy to apply penalties for 

illegal possession and threatening or illicit trafficking of nuclear materials. These inclusions will improve 

the cycle for controlling the nuclear materials. 

There is any impact on the safeguards activities due to implementing the UN 1540 Resolution as foreseen in 

the same Resolution. Other subject which close relates to this nuclear material control is the physical 



 
 

protection of nuclear material. The report to the UN Council also included information on this matters and it 

is currently considered into the control measures addressed to the nuclear material being used in the country 

as they could be potentially affected by an illegal movement. 

4. CONCLUSION.  

 

The non-proliferation regime based in the safeguards agreements currently implemented is a good 

collaborative mean to contribute with the appropriate control of nuclear materials and associated equipment, 

and to facilitate the implementation of obligations coming from 1540 UN Resolution in Perú. The 

experience of applying these measures is deemed to be an effective and synergic way to fulfill the non-

proliferation of nuclear weapons commitment of Perú. 

 

Fig.1. System for safeguard verification and relationship with UN 1540 Resolution 
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